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Iffl ifii ifn i tf--SCA Auction In GymA 7:30 Tonight ft Bring Your Casht and Loud Voice
Trump Men
Give Concert
For College
The Men's Glee Club di-
rected by Mr. Karl Trump will
present its annual home con-
cert next Friday, March 22,
at 8:15 in the Chapel.
The 40-voic- e choir is accom-
panied by Mary Coffman and fea-
tures the soprano voice of junior
music major Mary Dalrymple as
well as the kilt-cla- d Men o' Mac-
Leod.
The first part of the program
deals with folk and traditional
songs: "Erie Canal," "Down in the
Valley," and "Soon Ah Will Be
Done."
Religious Music
A Michael Wise (1648-1687- )
composition, "The Ways of Zion
Do Mourn," opens the group of
religious numbers. These include
"Glory and Worship Are Before
Him" by Purcell and Haydn's
"Kyrie Eleison" from the "Nelson"
Mass. The Haydn number has been
arranged by Mr. Trump and in-
cludes a part for Miss Dalrymple.
With the Club cleared from the
stage, Mary will sing "Down by the
Riverside," "Jeannie with the Light
Brown Hair," and "Billy Boy."
Songs of auld Scotland are the
forte of the 12 Men o' MacLeod:
Mel Ankeny, Bart Bradley, Doug
Davison, Stu Ferbrache, Bill Frau-enfelde- r,
Bob Gray, Jim Kew, Jim
Long, Charles McCluggage, John
McDougald, Elden Schneider and
Dick Elder (alternate).
Martial Tone
Setting the martial tone are
drummers Allen Snyder and Lee
Bender, aided by pipers Dick
"Hunter and Avery Head. Narrator
Bob Moke and Drillmaster Dick
Weld complete the entourage.
The last part of the program is
composed of songs of Americana.
First of these is Randall Thomp-
son's setting of a Robert Frost
poem, lhe Pasture.
Herbert Elwell, a Cleveland
composer, has arranged one move
ment of his long work, "Lincoln,
nequiem Aeternam, for mens
voices. This portion, "Silence in
the Land," originally scored for
mixed chorus, employs the solo
baritone ot Mel Ankeny.
Stan Rvberg has written a num- -
ber especially for the Glee Club.
Kyberg, a former member, has
based his composition, "archy's
autobiography." on a Doem bv
Don Markuis whose books about
the cockroach, archy, and the cat,
mehitabel. are well known.
In this number archy talks about
his own writings, which he does
lor arts sake, Kyberg s atonal
setting is in 78 rhvthm. and
utilizes the speaking voice of Brian
U ruordan.
Grand Finale
For the finale, Mr. Trump has
chosen a part of Normand Lock-wood- 's
setting of Stephen Benet's
poem, "Western Star." Mary Dal-
rymple joins the Club in this final
number about our western pio--
neers.
This home concert does not end
the musical season for the Glee
Club. The men will join the Woos-
ter Symphony Orchestra in the
latter's spring concert, April 22.
Guest conductor Michael Charry
will preside over Brahms' "Alto
Rhapsody," scored for orchestra,
male chorus and alto voice. Kathy
Long will be the alto soloist.
As usual, the Club has planned
a Spring Tour. The men visit Ash-u..- i
nu vt u on m:lauuia, vjiuu, maiuii 7 sum ixia- -
gara Falls, N.Y., March 30.
The Club sings Sunday services
in Niagara Falls, an afternoon
concert in Buffalo, and an evening
program in Rochester at Brighton
Presbyterian Church on March 31.
Saturday, a grand finale is plan-
ned in New York City-r-2-4 hours
of unrestricted leisure.
fP Dst r. Hv' hp H ahalftfh
SING ALONG .
Sail
Six junior women will vie
for the title of Color Day
Queen in Monday's elections.
Men will be called upon to
select a Queen from Mady Boland,
Sue David, Liz King, Merry Lo-ma- s,
Barbara Voskuil and Gret-che- n
Winkler.
Hailing from Long Island City,
N.Y., history major Mady Boland
is one of the Lower Holden wait-
resses. Sphinx hellmaster this fall,
she has been secretary and vice-preside- nt
of Compton Hall. Mady
Neutra, Pauling To Lecture
On Architecture, Chemistry
Two noted visitors will lecture on campus next
famed architect Richard Neutra and Nobel prize-winnin- g
chemist Dr. Linus Pauling.
They will speak on Saturday, March 23, at 4:15 and on
the following Monday afternoon
at 4:15, respectively.
Austrian-bor- n Richard Neutra, a
fellow in the American Institute of
Architects, is currentlv engaged
for the U. S. Department of the
Interior and the JNational Park
Service in the construction of the
Lincoln Memorial Museum at
Gettysburg.
Among his numerous projects
have been the 13 million dollar
Hall of Records on the Mall of Los
Angeles and a four million dollar
high school project in Palos Ver- -
des, both presently under construc-
tion.
Publications about Mr. Neutra
include "Survival Through De-
sign," "Architecture of Social
Concern," "Buildings and Pro-
jects" and "Richard Neutra 1950-1960- ."
Recipient of over 50 national
and international architectural
awards. Mr. Neutra has received
88 degrees and honorary member
ships in professional and interna- -
tional honors.
Dr. Pauline. Professor of Chem
istrv in the California Institute of
technology at rasadena, was a
1954 JNobel prize winner.
Dr. Pauling's work has dealt
mostly with the nature ot the
chemical bond, including experi- -
mental studies on the structure of
crystals by x-r- ay diffraction, the
study of the magnetic properties
of substances, and studies of anti
bodies, proteins, serological sys-
tems and sickle-cel- l anemia.
Among Dr. Pauling's awards
have been the American Chemical
Society's Award in Pure Chemis-
try, the Nichons Medal, the Gibbs
Medal, the Richards Medal, the
Gilbert Newton Lewis Medal and
the President's Medal for Merit.
Dr. Pauling, who was president
of the American Chemical Society
for 1949 and vice president of the
American Philosophical Society
from 1951 to 1954, has published
about 300 scientific papers, many
articles on social and political
questions, and several books in-
cluding The Nature of the Chemi- -
cat Bond. General Chemistry. Col- -
lege Chemistry and No More War!
Dr. Pauling achieved notoriety
last year when he picketed outside
the White House in shirtsleeves I
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served on the Judicial Board of
the WSGA last year and has par
ticipated in Boys Village pro
grams.
Art major Sue David, who plavs
a baritone in the Scot Marching
Band, is pinned to Ed Kingsley of
third Section. Art Editor for
Thistle and another Lower Holden
waitress, Sue comes from La
Grange, 111. She is a member of
Peanuts social club.
Another art major is Liz King,
sister of Assistant Dean of Men
carrying a sign which read: "Mr.
Kennedy, Mr. MacMillan: WE
HAVE NO RIGHT TO TEST."
This followed U. S. resumption of
nuclear testing.
The next evening, the prize-wi- n
ning chemist appeared in tuxedo
at a Presidential reception at the
White House for 48 Nobel Prize
Laureates.
New Pianos Replace
Well Used Models
Two gifts have made possible the
replacement of two well-use- d pi-
anos on the campus.
A gift from the Kulas Founda
tion of Cleveland has made it pos-
sible to purchase a Steinwav con
cert grand piano to replace the
concert grand now in use in Me-
morial Chapel.
The instrument will be selected
this summer by Mr. Daniel Winter
at the bteinway factory in New
York and will be delivered in time
for use next fall.
The other piano is a gift of Mrs.
Cary Wagner of Utica, who is pre-
senting her own instrument for use
as a studio piano in the music
department rehearsal room in the
TUB. Dr, and Mrs. Wagner are the
donors of Wagner Hall.
The Steinway concert grand will
replace a Steinway presented to
the College in 1941 by Birt E. Bab-coc- k,
also the donor of Babcock
Hall. The piano has been in con-
stant use for 22 years and has been
rebuilt twice.
A plaque designating the piano
as a gift of the Kulas Foundation
will be placed on the fallboard of
the new instrument. It is necessary
for Mr. Winter to go to the factory
to select the piano to assure getting
a tone best suited to the Chapel.
'We want the most resonant pi
ano we can get, with a nice singing
tone," explained Dr. Richard T.
Gore, chairman of the music de
partment.
In addition to use as a teaching
instrument by the music depart-
ment, the Chapel piano is used
regularly for concerts. The Kulas
Foundation making the gift has
previously granted amounts to the
College to purchase tickets for
students to attend outstanding mu- -
sical events.
of The College of Wooster
Friday's concert.
Howard King. A Peanut Liz is a
member of one of the roommate
pairs in the court.
Head waitress at Lower Holden
is sociology major Merry Lomas
of Columbus, Ohio. Pinned to Tom
Dahms of Sixth Section, Merry is
a member ot the btudent Union
Committee and Peanuts Socia
Club. Merry has been a freshman
cheerleader, WSGA representative
lor two years, rreshman Appren-
tice in the Little Theatre, and a
member of Concert Choir for two
years. She was chairman for las
year's Sadie Hawkins and Color
Day dances and this year's Conm
ton Formal. Merry and Sue David
are roommates.
Barb Voskuil, an English major
from McLean, Va., has played
trumpet m the Chamber Orchestra,
Concert Band, Symphony Orches
tra, and Scot Marching Band. A
member of Kez social club, she
sings in the Girls' Chorus. Barb
rooms with Liz King.
President of Compton Hall is
y-
-l l mm --TCretchen Winkler of Mentor. Ohio.
A sociology major, Gretchen is a
Peanut and member of the Student
Union Committee. She has been
a WSGA representative.
Also to be elected Mondav are
a Student Government Association
President, Vice President of Cam
pus Affairs, Vice President of
Men's Affairs, Vice President of
Women s Affairs, treasurer and
secretary and a new Student Chris
tian Association president.
The following have taken out
petitions as ot yesterday noon:
SGA President Dick Noble;
Vice President of Campus Af
fairsGary Reichard and Pete
Griswold;
Vice President of Men's Affairs
Jerry Fischer;
Vice President of Women's Af-air- s
Gretchen Winkler;
Treasurer Frank Richeson ;
Secretary Barbara Bate and
Betsy Byers;
SCA President Hugh Black.
John Boatright and Paul Kendall.
Wilson Foundation Awards
Scholarships
Editor's Note: Because of the large number of graduate school
scholarships due to be received by seniors, the "Voice" asks that
department heads inform Dean Bricker of such awards. We will
not be responsible for scholarship awards not reported to Dean
Bricker.
Four Wooster seniors are among the 1,475 college stu-
dents who received Woodrow Wilson Fellowships this week.
Wooster winners are Bruce Cogan, Matthew Erdelyi,
Jean Muir and Carol Osterhout.
Carol Osterhout and Erdelyi
will do their graduate study in
psychology, Jean Muir will do her
work in English and Cogan will
study astronomy.
Each fellowship covers tuition
and fees for the first year at the
graduate school of the Fellow's
choice plus, a stipend of $1,500.
The Woodrow Wilson Fellow-
ship Foundation provides aid to
students interested in acquiring
Ph.D. degrees toward a career in
college teaching.
"We hoDe thev will follow tW
career, yet we do not hold them
to such a firm commitment. We
ask only that they give college
For Off-CoEii-pu.
Representatives of the Men's Association will present a
statement of their recommendations concerning off-camp- us
parties to President Lowry this week.
Deans Young, Frey and King will also Dresent their
recommendations on the same sub--1
I L .1 .1 T-f- c mjeci so mat ine President ran
bring the subject up for discussion
at the March 23 meeting of the
rjoara ot irustees.
The MA report, being drawn
up by Jay Michael, Tom Reinsma
and Caswell LeCIair, will go to
toe Deans who will Dresent
directly to President Lowry.
President Lowry requested the
reports at a recent meeting.
At Monday s MA meeting at
which the subject was discussed at
length, it was also decided that
Second Section will be allowed to
have its formal this vear in Han,
ton because of a special problem
wnicn second laces.
Because of increased memher
ship, Second cannot hold its form.
al in Babcock and is unable to ac
quire the gym. Dean Youner em
phasized. that Second is being
granted a special privilege which
snould not be considered a Drece
dent for other sections.
Fourth Section will also hold
its formal off-camp- us this year at
the Wooster Country Club under
a special rule which allows Sec.
tions to hold one off-camp- us party
a year within walking distance of
toe campus.
Dean Young also pointed out
that sections would be allowed to
have off --campus parties which did
not involve dancing such as a
dinner-theate- r party.
Discussion at Monday's meeting
centered around the problem which
Sections lace in holding formats
in the gym and Babcock. It was
generally agreed that the proposed
new student Union would go a
long way in alleviating the prob-
lem.
Most section representatives in
dicated that because of the ex-
pense and time involved in decor
ating the gym and because "a gym
is a gym is a gym," their sections
would be strongly in favor of off-camp- us
parties.
Dean Young objected to off- -
campus dances because he feels
hat such affairs have created prob
lems at other schools.
Section representatives said flint
they would be satisfied with even
one off-camp- us dance a year and
would be willing to travel by bus
:o insure satety.
To Four Scots
at
of
teaching serious consideration,"
Sir Hugh Taylor, president of the
foundation said.
Awards by the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation are made possible
through grants totalling $52 mil-
lion from the Ford Foundation.
Wooster ranks second among
Ohio Conference schools in the til
number of Woodrow Wilson win-
ners. Oberlin heads the list with
15, followed by Wooster with
four, Kenyon with three, Hiram
and Denison each with two, and
Baldwin-Wallac- e, Capital, Ohio
Wesleyan and Wittenberg each
with one.
s Parties
Debaters Win;
Travel To NYC
For Last Test
The varsity debate team, vic-
torious in the Miami University
Debate Tournament in Oxford,
Ohio, last weekend, travels to
Brooklyn College in New York,
this weekend to participate in their
last major tournament of the year.
The team left Wednesday for
Brooklyn where they will com-
pete with 24 colleges from the
East.
Place First
Last Friday and Saturday the
debate team, coached bv Dr. Gar- -
ber Drushal, placed first in a field
of 17 schools at Miami University.
Two Wooster debaters. Dave
Petersen and Walt Rockenstein.
tied for fifth place in the best
debater ratings for the tournament.
The affirmative team. Petersen
and Richard Epplev. won iheir five
qualifying rounds. They defeated
teams Irom Manchester College,
Morehead State Teachers College.
Miami University, the University
of Dayton and the University of
Cincinnati.
The negative team. Rockenstein
and Philip Muller. won four and
lost one of their qualifying rounds.
They defeated the University of
Michigan, Fairmont State Teachers
Lollege, wabash College and Han
over College. Their loss to the
University of Kentucky was Woos-ter'- s
only loss in the whole tourna
ment.
High Scores
The four schools with the high
est qualifying scores went on to
compete in the semi-final- s. Woos- -
ter's affirmative team defeated
Georgetown College in the semi-
finals and the University of Ken-
tucky in the finals to win the tour
nament. Wabash College was the
ourth school in the group.
The subject for this year's col
legiate debating is: Resolved that
the non-Communi- st nations should
form an economic community.
Freshman George Lyons of West
Palm Beach, Florida, was sched-
uled to be Rockenstein's partner,
but a broken leg prevented Lyons
from competing at Miami and in
going to New York. Muller re-
placed him.
The debate team has already
won three first place trophies this
1
year, a second place at Kent State
University and a third place at
the Uhio Men s Debating Tourna-
ment held at Capitol University in
Columbus. They also placed high
tournaments at the University
Pittsburgh and at William and
Mary College.
Senate Postpones
Decision On NSA
Student Senate voted unanim
ously Monday night to postpone
definite action on re-joini- ng the
National Students' Association un
the new Student Government
Association officers are elected.
Some senators suggested that
the Great Lakes College Association
might be able to provide the same
beneht that NbA offers. The re
gional focus of both organizations
was primarily considered in the
discussion.
Page Two
In The Know Or No?
With the New York newspaper strike virtually settled,
the New York Times will again appear among newspapers
in the Library. But to most Wooster students, will life be
any different?
Apparently, the person who is informed about news of
national and international significance is the exception rather
than the rule on this campus. It becomes a joke to boast about
how long one has gone since he last read a newspaper, a
joke that is really not too funny.
To repeat an oft-hear- d warning, these are not times when
a democracy can afford uninformed citizens, especially among
its so-call- ed intellectual elite. If the Student Senate were really
to give dining hall news bulletins when "important news oc-
curs," they should have something every night.
But the responsibility does not rest with the Student Sen-
ate. It rests with the individual who must inform himself.
If you score less than 7 on the quiz on this page, perhaps it's
time to make some adjustments.
Ole Miss Plays Ball
Down in Mississippi this week, they are taking a really
radical step. Believe it or not, the state's Board of Governors
voted 8-- 3 against the wishes of Gov. Ross (19th Century) Bar-ne- tt
to allow Mississippi State to compete in the NCAA bas-
ketball tournament.
Mississippi State, a perennial basketball power in the
Southeast Conference, has refused invitations to the tourna-
ment in recent years because of the dreadful fact that the team
would have to compete against Negro athletes.
Ironically, the Southerners9 first opponent will be Loyola
of Chicago which has no less than four Negroes in its starting
line-up- .
However small this concession may be, it is a hopeful
sign. Racial barriers will ultimately be broken down most
successfully by voluntary measures where they are possible;
compulsion must be a last resort.
by Jim McGavran
Through the I. S. Carrels with Gun and Microphone (a
dramatized editorial):
Z--9: Scratch, scratch-a-scratc- h (sound of pencil mov-
ing quickly over long yellow writing tablet; voice that follows
is in agonized whisper). "AAGH!
Three pages since the last foot-
note! AAGH! Three hours on the
last page! " Scratch, scratch-a-scratc- h
...
G-- 3: Shwwlshst! (sound made
by an invisible malevolent pres-
ence snitching a book from an I.S.
carrel)
Q-- 2: Scratch, scratch-a-scratc- h
(same as Z-- 9 above, but voice
that follows is bright, lilting, re-voltin- gly
well-modulate-
d). "Oh,
it's so nice to have I.S. all written
and be able to go on with one's
MA. thesis. Then in grad school
I'll be able to start right in with
my doctorate . . . "BANG! (That's
where the gun comes in, ch'm.)
E-1- 5: "Oh, boo hoo HOO!!
(sob, sob) Boo hoo! BOO hoo
hoo! (Choke) I just can't do it,
can't, can't, can't! Don't you un-
derstand? Oh, if you only knew
theWssures I'm under boo hoo!
you wouldn't make such unrea- -
sqnable demands of me. It's so
hard for a girl (sob) April 15 is
impossible, Mr. Well, I've got it
down pretty good now; if that
doesn't get me an extension, he
must be completely inhuman."
D-8- : Shwwlsllstt (variation on
theme of G-- 3 above.)
T-4--
2: "Oh Trevor darling, I
feel so fulfilled when I sit here in
my own little carrel-warr- el with
my own little I. S. and my own
little Trevor-wevo- r sigh!"
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"But, Brynnhilde, dearest, it's so
frightfully cramped with you and
me and the I.S. ail in here at once."
"Nonsense, darling Trevor, it's
just nice and cozy-wozy- ."
"My dear, I simply can't take
it any longer. This carrel isn't big
enough for the three of us. You'll
have to make up your mind
either the I. S. goes, or I go."
"Oh kiss me, Trevor, kiss me!"
"All right, dearest" (xxxxx)
"You mustn't mind me when I get
cross, Brynnhilde. It's just that it
hurts so much to sit this way, and
sometimes I get to thinking how
silly we must look, and wonder
if it's worth it."
"Really, Trevor, you mustn't
say such things. Think of my feel-
ings. And besides, somebody might
hear you."
ACADEMIC BOARD
Evidence of plagiarism on
Independent Study was
brought to the attention of
the Academic Board last week.
After a hearing and very
careful consideration of the
case, the Board felt that the
charge was correct and recom-
mended a penalty of failure
of Independent Study and sus-
pension for one semester.
The administration concur-
red with the decision. '
MIKE STOTT, Sports Editor
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TERRY REDDICK,
Advertising Manager
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Circulation Editor
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Ron Eggleston, Claudia Pask, Nancy Green, Carolyn Hay, Betty Heilman,
Sandi HilL Kay Hon, Sarah Huddleston, Lynn Jaffray, Janet Jones,
Virginia Keim, Alex Keith, Marcella Kerr, Paul McKnight, Mary Martin,
Helen Mandll, Paul Menzel, Carol Mergler, Ken Morris, Diana Moseson,
Malcolm MacQuillan, Alice Olson, Jim Pope, Mary Prittie, Kathy Ranck,
Geri Rahxer, Joyce Reibe, Rosalind Rinehart, Margaret Sampson, Bill
Shear, Tom Stewart, Jim Toedtman, Martha Webb, Linda Zaleski.
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The following is an article written
for "The Student" by Robert Ko-te- y,
secretary of the Ghana Stu-
dents Union in Bulgaria.
It has been my unhappy lot to
serve as the informal leader of a
group of 20 Ghanaian students
all of those Ghanaians studying in
Sofia, Bulgaria who have been
forced by circumstances to inter-
rupt our studies and to seek new
countries in which to pursue them.
It was a painful decision which
we and almost all the other African
students in Bulgaria have taken,
but when denied police protection
in the face of a pattern of consist-
ent racial discrimination, when
denied the right to organize an All-Africa- n
Students Union, when our
very lives were threatened, it was
clearly not possible for us to re
main in the country.
My own experience began when
I applied for a scholarship to study
in my chosen field of economics,
and my government, which has
SCOuTing Around
The Hinkley Buzzards Are Back
by Alexandra Keith
Spring is finally here and with
it has come a host of very un-ac- a-
demic pursuits among collegians
everywhere.
Kent State students have junked
tobogganing (it doesn't work on
slush) for tray sliding and guess
where they get the trays? Other
schools have had sit-athon- s, walk-athon- s
and bath-athon- s all in cele
bration of the Thaw.
Of course if you don't like sit
ting, walking or bathing, you could
play pool in the newly redecorated
reo rooms in the fraternity houses
of HoDe College. The college
donated $1,000 to each fraternity
for remodeling.
Ihe burning issue confronting
Ohio JNorthern University now,
Quiz Kids
See an Editorial "In the
Know Or No?")
1. Parliamentary elections will
be held April 8 to elect a new
government in Canada. Name the
Canadian Conservative (Tory)
Prime Minister whose government
recently collapsed as a conse-
quence of a dispute with the Uni
ted States over nuclear weapons
in Canada.
2. "The most critical area in
the world." This is how President
Kennedy described Latin America.
He made the remark when Ameri-
ca's strongest ally in Latin Ameri-
ca, the President of Venezuela,
visited the United States last
month. Who was the visitor?
3. A United Nations decision to
build a model farm in what Latin
American nation recently prompt-
ed much furor in the U.S. Con-
gress?
4. President DeGaulIe has
blocked the entry of what nation
into the Common Market? What
nations form the Common Market?
5. What two United States cities
have been hit by crippling news-
paper strikes this winter?
6. What piece of legislation has
President Kennedy labeled the
most important legislation facing
Congress this session?
7. Four names are mentioned
most often' as candidates for the
Republican presidential nomina
tion in 1964, the governors of
Michigan, New York and Pennsyl-
vania and a senator from Arizona.
Who are they?
8. Disarmament negotiations in
Geneva have been stalled in a dis-
pute over the number of "on-sit- e
inspections" to be allowed each
year. What is the minimum num-
ber of on-sit- e inspections to which
the United States has agreed? the
maximum number to which the
Soviets have agreed?
9. Match the post with the
name: Senate Majority (Democra
tic) Leader, Senate Minority (Re
publican) Leader, Speaker of the
House, Minority Leader of the
House; Charles Halleck, Mike
Mansfield, John McCormack, Ever
ett Dirksen.
10. What heavyweight boxer
recently made a smash hit when he
read poetry (his own) in Green
wich Village?
lea EBulgria Et
Encountered
worked out scholarshiD agreements
with a number of other govern-
ments in both the East and the
West, selected me for a position
in Bulgaria. In December, 1961,
a number of Ghanaian students
who had been selected solely on
the basis of educational qualifica-
tions flew from Accra to Sofia to
begin our higher education.
Friendly Welcome
We had come with open minds,
and in the beginning we were filled
with high hopes. We received a
friendly welcome from many Bul-
garian people, and we were placed
in the same hostels, even the same
rooms, with our Bulgarian fellow
students. We set about the formid-
able task of mastering the Bulgar-
ian language in order that we
might be able to understand our
textbooks and lectures.
Early in the year, however, we
began to experience some difficul-
ties. We had come to Bulgaria to
study, and not to live luxuriously,
according to the Northern Review,
is whether their proposed new Stu-
dent Union should include an
eight lane bowling alley or a swim-
ming pool. Decisions, decisions!
They have already planned a ball-
room, a bookstore, a snack bar,
conference rooms, offices for cam-
pus organizations and recreation
room.
Political science scholars at
Findlay College do not have to
go to class. Dr. Theodore Boushy
tapes his lectures and broadcasts
over the college radio station
WFIN. Some study their poly. sci.
while driving cars in (or maybe
out of) the broadcasting range of
WFIN.
College students everywhere are
acknowledging today as Hinkley,
Ohio s annual Buzzard Day. Spring
is ever so romantically announced
as the buzzards fly back to the olde
mission at Hinckley, their warb-
ling song filling the air with cheery
music.
Editor's Notebook
by The Editor
Q. When is a typing booth not
a typing booth., A. When it's on
the mezzanine floor of Andrews
Library. Typing may be done only
in ine typing room.
Department of Cool Hose If
you really want to have people
wondering, just drop a post card
to "Jean Bordas, Wallacetown,
Pa." and say "Congratulations!"
Here's the scoop :
An early morning disc jockey
on radio station WBZ, Boston, re-cent- ly
asked long-distanc- e listeners
to drop him a note and tell why
they were listening. Mrs. Bordas
wrote and said she was listening
as she waited to go to the hospital
to give birth.
The d-- j read the letter on the air
and decided it would be appropri-
ate if other listeners sent notes of
congratulation to Mrs. Bordas.
There would be more than a few
confused people if Mrs. Bordas
received several hundred cards
from Wooster, Ohio.
P.S. It was a six pound, thir-
teen ounce girl.
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By Africans
but living conditions turned out to
be not nearly so good as we had
expected not as good as they are
for university students in Ghana
itself. We were unhappy at being
cramped lour in a room which
was only 14 by 9 feet, with four
beds and one table in the middle
with a chair at either end.
It made studying very inconveni- -
ent, as some in the room had to
sit or lie on their beds in order
to read. Our living allowance came
to only 24 pounds a month, fully I
18 pounds of which had to go for
food, and this left little over for
books, recreation, transportation
and supplies.
We had all arrived in tropical
weight clothing and were given no
allowance to purchase clothes, so
that simply trying to keep warm
in the cold Bulgarian winter posed
a real economic hardship.
We brought our problems to the
attention of the University auth-
orities, who replied that there was
no way out of our difficulties. We
later appealed to the Minister of
Education, who told us that he
would do something to help. He
never did, however, and eventually
we were forced to turn to the gov-
ernment of Ghana, which sympa-
thized with us and provided us with
an additional living allowance of
10 pounds a month.
Misconceptions
As time went on our relations
with the Bulgarian students and
(Continued on Page Four)
Paul's
by Paul
In October several officers
ipisfh:
Menzel
organizations faced the necessity of making a decision on in
viting a Communist Party member to speak on campus.
Coincidental events, not
both on, and outside of, the cam
pus, forced the cancellation of
any possible speaking engagement.
rith that the crisis passed.
The College was shortly there
after advised by its lawyers that
it could be pro
secuted under
the Smith Act
for allowing a
Communist
speaking privi
leges on the
campus. With
that advice all
consideration of
the issue ceased
with the matter-of-fa- ct
attitude
that we shall Menzel
have to abide
by the law, and with the fear that
if we did not, a government pro-
secution might ensue.
But the issue cannot be buried
with those attitudes and fears. Cer-
tain very revealing events have re-
cently come to my attention and
have led me to believe that a
reconsideration is necessary.
Two such developments were
described by Stephan Brockbank,
the National Student Association s
program vice-presiden- t, during his
recent visit to the campus.
NSA's legal counsel, the Dean of
the University of Pennsylvania
Law School, has repeatedly told
NSA that the ordinary engagement
of a Communist speaker on a cam-
pus would stand little chance of
successful prosecution in the
courts. In the Smith Act the dis-
tinction is drawn between subver-
sive activity and inciting to over-
throw the government on one
hand, and the teaching and pre-
sentation of ideas on the other.
An incident at the University of
Oregon would seem even more
significant. There a Communist
Party member was invited to speak
to one of the campus organiza-
tions.
The administration of the Uni-
versity was under great pressure
from citizens in the community and
from the precedent set by the
University of Washington and
Washington State University to
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scors FORUM
Backs Hygiea Setup
To the Editor:
In regard to Mr. Jim Pom'
article of March 8, I would like
to observe that Wooster life is
basically co-operati- ve. We live and
eat communally. We all nav our
money into the kitty and take the
rooms, meals, and teachers that are
provided.
Since none of us have our
mothers, with their bags of magic
potions, here to treat our runnv
noses, it seems reasonable that the
college provide a substitute.
By comparison to other schools.
think we have very good service
at Hygeia.
Mr. Pope's solution seems to
assume that sickness strikes those
who have the most money. It is
because we have rejected this idea
that we set up such devices as in-
surance plans and co-operati- ve
dispensaries so that those in great
est need will receive the aid.
Perhaps Mr. Pope is correct in
saying that nurses should be given
more authority to deal with rou-
tine cases. This can be done with
out denying the basic principles of
cooperation and equality of op
portunity.
I obiect to the insinuation that
our system of financing medical
care is responsible for the long
lines. The shortage of doctors,
which is the real problem, seems
to stem from the influence of a
certain non-governmen- tal organi-
zation. It is this and other organi-
zations that try to limit the vital
supply of doctors, that Mr. Pope
should attack.
Anjia Douwsma
of various Wooster student
directly related to that issue,
ban the speech. The President of
the University, however, upheld
the right of free speech and as-
sembly in this instance,
i Later he was given the annual
national award for preservation
and promotion of academic free-
dom by the American Association
of University Professors (AAUP).
Despite all the publicity and the
local pressures, the right for a
Communist to speak was not pro-
hibited by any court action, nor
was there any action taken against
the University or the student or-
ganization later.
Just several days ago an Ohio
State University student organiza-
tion along with Frank Wilkinson,
executive director of the National
Committee to Abolish the House
un-Americ- an Activities Committee,
filed a federal court suit against
the trustees, the president, and the
dean of special services of OSU.
The suit charged that the Uni-
versity's ban of Wilkinson was
based solely on his refusal to sign
a non-Communi- st affidavit and
went on to say that the Ijan was
"a serious invasion of plaintiff's
rights to free speech to assemble
and listen, which rights are guar-
anteed against state invasion."
. In the light of these develop-
ments any official ban on speakers
and any fear of the prosecution of
the College or any student organi-
zation in the courts for inviting
a "subversive" speaker would seem
quite unrealistic.
Chapel Calendar
Monday, March 18
Introduction of Candidates for
Color Day Queen and Senate of-
fices.
Tuesday, March 19
Dr. Dom S. Gorsline, Associate
Professor of Geology, University
of California.
Thursday, March 21
Louise McClelland, class of '57,
voice recital.
Friday, March 22
Dr. Frederick Reines, Head of
the Physics Department, Case
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Because of the significant differ-
ences between Hell Week this year
and in past years, the Voice this
week asked each Section president
to describe briefly what his Section
did for Hell Week and how he
evaluates the present initiation.
John Whinrey
First Section
First Section experimented with
a watered-down- , purified "Hell
Week" the second weekend of the
semester. Atrocities of the past,
such as paddlinglind tarring (with
molasses) and feathering (with
feathers) were replaced by milder,
more agreeable activity.
Any type of informal initiation
must be evaluated in terms of its
two goals: unification of the
pledge class and integration of the
pledge class into the section.
Viewed in terms of these goals,
this year's "Hell Week" was de-
finitely less effective than last
year's. In spite of disappointment
with 'this year's initiation, over 90
percent of our section members
favor some form of "Hell Week,"
hopefully improved, for next year.
Regardless of what form in-
formal initiations take in the
future hell, help, or get-to-know-your-sec- tion
let's get them out of
the way early in the semester.
Long initiation periods which de-
vour time, dragging on endlessly
into the semester, cure no ills and
solve no problems.
Tom Reinsma
Second Section
Second Section's Hell Week was
designed to accomplish, as in past
years, three important goals: uni-
fication of the pledge class, im-
mediate integration of the pledges
with the actives, and a physical
and mental challenge.
The major method used to effect
these objectives was the group
work project. The pledges worked
on closely supervised projects
(one active for every two pledges)
in Tavlor Hall and the Little
Theatre Scene Shop. Pledges and
actives found this approach to be
highly satisfactory in accomplish-
ing all of the above goals.
by Judy Black
"On the campuses of approximately 750 colleges and
universities new
.
theatre and speech centers are in stages of
planning of construction. For us, such facilities have been
part of a long, long dream," according to Mr. William C.
Craig, chairman of the speech de-
partment.
Now as members of the Wooster-Wayn- e
County community have
pledged to raise $500,000 toward
the fulfillment of this dream,
Wooster's new theatre and speech
center has gained drawing-boar- d
reality.
Mr. Donald E. Noble, head of
Rubbermaid Inc., and father of
Wooster students Dave and Dick
Noble, is chairman of the entirely
voluntary fund-raisin- g committee.
In the solicitation of funds,
"the committee is doing the asking,
not the college," according to Mr.
Craig. However, the remainder of
the sum needed for the building
is the responsibility of the college
development department.
"Although the present drawings
are not an absolute or final plan,
they represent our hopes," ex-
plained Mr. Craig. However, any
changes made in the present plans
will probably be minor, and most
facets are relatively certain.
Across the street from Taylor
Hall, the new theatre will have
many improvements over its pre-
decessor, one of the most spectacu-
lar of which is a hydraulic orches-
tra pit.
The orchestra platform may be
lowered to the basement as an
elevator, or may be : raised to
orchestra pit level, to floor level
for additional seating or to stage
level for the presentation of Eliza-
bethan plays. ',
Advantages of the new theatre
and stage itself include air con
WOOSTER VOICE
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Mike Tierney
Third Section
Third Section's "Arts and Cul-
ture Week" this year incorporated,
to a large extent, the same pro
gram of initiation used by the sec
tion in past years, with the excep-
tion of a few minor traditions and
the addition of a work project for
the city.
The event in most respects
proved as successful as in the past.
However, the fact that the sections
conducted their Initiations on dif-
ferent weekends tended, I believe,
to limit the effectiveness of the
general program.
In line with this I would make
two suggestions for next year:
First, that the sections return to
the practice of conducting their
initiations over the same time
period, especially those sections
which chose the extended pledging
period.
And second, that the faculty al-
low the sections the opportunity
to use their own judgment in
planning their initiations.
I feel that the sections can carry
out their own initiations within
the framework of the rules in "The
Works" without the need of faculty
approval of each particular event
in the initiation program.
Phil Hall
Fourth Section
In an effort to conduct a mean-
ingful initiation this year, Fourth
Section adopted a totally new and,
so far as this campus is concerned,
different approach to the initiation
program in. light of the new
climate for initiations outlined by
the MA and faculty.
We have operated within the
context of a 10-wee- k pledge period
which began in February and will
conclude late in April. Physical
and verbal hazing activities, pre-
viously so much a part of "Hell
Week", have been entirely aban-
doned ; and in their place has
been instituted a program by
which each pledge experiences a
continuing long-ter- m responsibil-
ity to the Section touching on
many aspects of his life at the col-
lege.
ditioning, high ceilings for the
stage and the house, a steep pitch
of the seating area and a seating
capacity of 722, including the bal-
cony.
Green Room
Another improvement for the
theatre is a multipurpose "green
room" with its own small stage
which may be used as an experi-
mental theatre, as a reception room
or as a traditional gathering place
for the cast during performances.
.
The green room will have green
davenports instead of theatre seats,
which may be moved to the sides
for a theatre-in-the-roun- d.
Improvements which Little
Theatre casts and crews will wel-
come include a shop directly be-
hind the stage for scenery con-
struction, large dressing rooms
with showers for removing grease
paint, storage place for costumes
and scenery and individual dress
y i
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City Recreation Officials Commend
Constructive, Civic Pledge Projects
Editor's Note: Dean of Men Ralph Young received the following
letters this week commending the new approach some sections
have taken to initiations.
Dear Mr. Young:
In behalf of the Parks and
Recreation Department I would
like to express my thanks for the
participation of two men's sections
in department work projects last
month.
Professor Theodore Williams
suggested the idea, and through
cooperation of the section leaders,
arranged to have the Third Section
and Fifth Section pledges expend
their energies while working at
Freedlander Park and the VFW
Community Center. Much was ac-
complished and the pledgemasters
took their jobs as foremen quite
seriously.
Professor Williams and the sec-
tion leaders are to be commended
for channeling pledge activities to-
ward a worthwhile project.
Through this fine example, the
College of Wooster can be proud
of its students' and faculty's com-
munity interest and service.
Sincerely,
Alan H. Longley
Asst. Supt., Dept. of Parks
and Recreation,
City of Wooster
Each man devotes weekly time
to this responsibility working on
Section and civic projects, Section
social functions and mastery of
Section tradition. He also works
with individual actives and attends
daily study halls. It is hoped that
before formal initiation, each
pledge will feel much more an
integral part of the Section than
he ever could after a 36-ho- ur per-
iod of "forceful indoctrination."
We have not, in this first year
of change, been able to develop
fully many of the inherent advan-
tages of this program, and we have
made some errors along the way
through lack of foresight. But by
and large we are pleased with the
over-al- l nature of our initiation
and will unhesitatingly conduct
future initiations along the same
lines.
ing rooms for guest stars.
Light and sound effects will be
improved with control rooms be-
hind the balcony.
In addition to classrooms, the
rest of the speech center will in-
clude a debate-librar- y room, a
speech clinic for students and
children from the Wooster com-
munity who have speech handi-
caps and the new WCW studio for
the college radio station.
One of the first questions raised
about the new theatre is why the
seating capacity was not increased
more.
According to Mr. Craig, the size
must remain relatively small in
order to preserve the intimate at-
mosphere which the theatre re-
quires.
Not an Auditorium
Mr. Craig emphatically stated
that the building is "not designed
as a huge auditorium;" it will be
specifically a theatre.
Another factor which the plan-
ners considered in deciding the
seating capacity is that eventually
Wooster hopes to have an athletic
field house which may also be
used for presentations and pro--
it
REPLACING TAYLOR UNITS, the proposed Speech Center will
feature "intimate" theatre, green room, air conditioning.
nn nnMl
Dear Mr. Young:
Saturday the men of Section IV
performed a civic task here at die
YMCA as part of their initiation.
Namely, they painted the many-arche- d
concrete ceiling of our Ex-
ercise Room which is approxi-
mately 30 feet by 40 feet.
These 10 neophytes and their
three upperclassmen all worked
industriously from 9:30 a.m. until
4 p.m. with but a short break for
lunch. There was a wonderful
spirit of cooperation and compe-
tition to see who could do the best
and most work.
Though none had had previous
experience with rollers and
brushes, and though they did get
goodly quantities of paint on them-
selves, they turned out a first class
job of painting and cleaning up
afterward. The college can be
justifiably proud of young men of
this caliber.
It is good to see this switch away
from, "Hell Week," to something
more constructive such as, "Help
Week."...
Sincerely yours,
Boyd N. Liddle
General Secretary,
Wooster YMCA
Reggie Minton
Fifth Section
When we adopted the longer
initiation period, we did it in order
to more thoroughly integrate the
pledges into the section. Fifth Sec-
tion has always attempted to create
a unifying bond within its pledge
class.
This unity we hoped to create
through common tasks with group
participation in each task. These
tasks and projects were of a con-
structive nature aiding both the
section and the community. In
this way, the pledges are able to
feel that they are giving something
concrete to the section and they
will have more of a feeling of be-
longing when the initiation period
is over.
In preparing a section function,
grams which draw large, one-nig- ht
crowds.
Mr. Craig also feels that the
educational value of repeating per-
formances eliminates the objection
to presenting a play three or four
times.
Educational Building
The new theatre and speech cen-
ter will be "an educational build-
ing," according to Mr. Craig.
Even with the modern new thea-
tre across the street, Scott Audi-
torium will not pass into oblivion.
It will still be used for Lib. Studies
lectures, Senate movies and many
of the functions which it now ful-
fills.
Clubs Hold Formals
Spring's near approach sets the
scene for the annual women's clubs
formals, which are scheduled
throughout the month of March.
All are joint functions of two
or more of the clubs.
Tomorrow night Sphinx, Imps
and Trumps will hold their formal
in lower Babcock. The affair,
"Night of My Nights," will follow
a Persian theme.
Pyramids and Kez are planning
their formal whirl for Saturday,
March 23. The evening's program
includes dinner at Smithville for
the entire party followed by the
dance in Babcock Hall.- -
On Friday, March 1, Ekos and
Peanuts held their informal out-
door party at an American Legion
Post near Wooster. Sledding, danc-
ing and a spaghetti dinner Dro- -
vided the entertainment for the
evening.
Plans are still tentative for the
Holden Formal, scheduled for Fri-
day, May 17.
they are able to see the other
side of section life, not only the
good times but also the work it
takes in order to have good times.
The longer period gives the
pledges more time to get to know
one another and the same holds
true with the relationship of the
active and the pledge.
This method of initiation can
be effective and purposeful only if
those in charge are willing to use
theirs and others integrity in pre-
paring the program. I feel that our
initiation was a success this year
primarily because of our leaders.
We made some mistakes in the
execution of our program. TTiese
mistakes can be eliminated and
this will help to strengthen our
program next year.
Tom Dahms
Sixth Section
Sixth Section stayed with the
shorter initiation period this year
and it is the intention of the pres-
ent membership to do the same
next year,
We feel that the longer period
does not accomplish a great deal
more than the short period; also
the longer period requires more
time on everyone's part which is
definitely undesirable.
Our initiation was less effective
this year than last, but this can
be attributed to the employment
of new methods. Our initiation
procedure is of such a nature that
the deletion of paddling had little
effect on the end result; the major
problem was concerned with in-
dividual attention.
There was a definite lack of in-
dividual attention, or rather too
much group aotivity which gave
the pledges a chance to "dog it"
whenever possible, which was all
too often.
It is the opinion of Sixth that
with a few major revisions, this
short period can be just as effective
as it has been in previous years. It
is my hope that the issue of length
of initiation period will not be
played up to where it enters into
a prospective pledge's choice of
section.
Dave Goss
Seventh Section
Seventh Section's initiation pro-
cedure was radically changed this
year. Like Fourth and Fifth sec-
tions, we chose to abandon com-
pletely our Hell Week format
from previous years, and turned in-ste- ad
to the new proposal for a so-call- ed
"extended pledging period."
Our plans for this extended
period encompassed approximately
six weeks, beginning on Jan. 30
and officially ending on March 17
with a formal initiation ceremony.
We defined this six week period
into three distinct phases. During
the first phase the emphasis was
placed on the performance and de-
velopment of each individual
pledge, and was conducted in much
The One Stop
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Werner's. At Werner's
everything is available, from
soothing music to coffee for
that coffee break.
20 washers, 10 dryers and a
dry cleaning machine are on
hand to help you clean your
clothes the way you like
them.
Werner's is new, clean, com-
plete, and open 24 hours
a day.
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Ample Parking In Rear
the same manner as the traditional
pledging periods of the past
The second phase incorporated
the use of various group projects
projects designed to realize the
completion of several different
tasks in which the "welfare and
betterment of the section itself was
involved. By employing this self-enlist- ed
labor force we hoped to
draw the pledge class together in-
to an effective unit.
During phase three the pledges
were given a series of exams over
the Section's Pledge Manual. Each
pledge took the exam until he
passed it 90 or better. This final
phase was concluded with the tra-
ditional inquisition.
This outlined procedure was
designated to thoroughly indoc-
trinate the pledges with the philo-
sophy and operation of the section.
It was our belief that such a plan
(really an educational process)
would give the pledges a better
opportunity to evaluate the sec-
tion, and in turn give the actives
a better chance to evaluate the
pledge class.
In the final analysis, we hoped
that the pledges would realize,
through this training, that section
life is a meaningful and significant
facet of their college careers.
Evaluation as to the merit of this
procedure has not yet been
Fritz Mueller
Eighth Section
Our Hell Week this year was
essentially the same as in years
past, necessarily having omitted
particular traditional events. Even
though quite a bit more originality
had been shown this year than in
past years, I felt that Hell Week
had been generally less effective
this year.
I believe the long pledging per-
iod initiation has merit, but also
has short-comin- gs which will be
difficult to overcome. Holding a
pledge's interest in section ac-
tivities without his being active is
a very difficult feat. Actives, also,
would be reluctant to drag out
initiation. This type of initiation
would have little chance for suc-
cess in some sections.
In years to come, traditions will
have to be broken and an increas-
ing amount of imagination will
have to be used. I hope those con-
cerned about Hell Week revision
will allow time for transition.
For Spring
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MORE ON
Ghanaian Siudenis Face Bulgarian Racialism
(Continued from Page Two)
people took a disturbing turn. We
had been impressed from the be
ginning with the large number of
misconceptions and general ignor-
ance in the country concerning
modern Africa. From students to
professors they seemed in total
darkness concerning our contin-
ent; all they appear to have been
told is that it is "too hot," that
we still have snakes in the streets,
and the people go about naked.
They were very surprised, in fact,
when we told them that the suits
we were wearing had been made
in Ghana. They seemed to expect
that we would be wearing leaves
to cover ourselves.
After we had been in Bulgaria
a short while people kept on
questioning us concerning the size
and source of our living allow-
ances. They seemed to resent the
fact that we received larger al- -
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lowances than the Bulgarian stu-
dents, even though they could also
receive money from their families
and did not have to purchase anew
their cold-weath- er wardrobes.
Some said that we lived a bit lux-
uriously as compared with the
standard of Bulgarians and that
when we wore neckties with our
suits as we always had done in
Ghana we were being "hour- -
geois.
Racialism Develops
African students increasingly be-
came the objects of harassment by
some of the Bulgarian students and
people. We were called all sorts of
names as we walked along the
streets, names such as "black mon-
keys" and "jungle people" which
were insults not only to ourselves
but to all of Africa. Boys were
spat upon from buses and trains,
or had water poured on their heads
as they walked beneath windows.
A vicious rumor was started which
alleged that we were all suffering
from venereal disease, and boys in
the streets would shout "syphilis"
at us as we passed. We finally had
to demand that we all be given
medical examinations to disprove
this charge. Although the tests
showed that not one of us had such
a disease, the government refused
to give any publicity to the results.
Racialism in Bulgaria frequently
took violent forms. For example,
a Nigerian student was waiting for
a bus to take him to the hostel
when he was approached by a
group of Bulgarians who had left
a restaurant and who were laugh-
ing, spitting and calling names.
Taking them to be happily drunk
he did not take offence but joined
in their laughter. At this point
one of the Bulgarians grabbed him
by the collar and gave him a blow,
while a policeman standing nearby
made no effort to help. The Ni-
gerian reported the incident and
the negligence of the policeman,
but nothing was ever done about it.
Frequently African students had
the experience of being beaten up
by Bulgarians while a policeman
nearby would protest that he could
do nothing because he was assigned
to another district, or would merely
disperse the crowd while letting
bucklol
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the beating continue.
August Incident
A particularly ugly incident oc-
curred in August, 1962. Half a
dozen Ghanaian students missed
dinner at the hostel dining room
and went to a nearby restaurant,
the "Chuchuliga." There was music
playing, and one of the Ghanaians
asked a Bulgarian girl in the res-
taurant to dance with him. As they
were dancing a young soldier went
up to the girl and asked her: "Is
it not a shame for you to dance
with a black monkey?"
The Ghanaian did not want to
make trouble, so he returned to his
table, but just as he was about
to sit down another Bulgarian boy
pulled his chair out from behind
him, and he toppled onto the floor.
Before he could even get back on
his feet another Bulgarian knocked
him over the head with a chair,
and he fell over unconscious.
By this time the Ghanaians were
furious, and a general fight ensued
between the dozens of Bulgarians
who were in the restaurant and
who poured in from the streets and
the handful of Ghanaian students
at their table. Surprisingly enough,
the Bulgarian police who were in
the restaurant did not attempt to
intervene but left the place im-
mediately.
It was only when the Ghanaians
appeared to be holding their own
against the Bulgarians, despite the
fact that they were so seriously out--J
numbered, that the police returned
and broke up the fight. They made
no effort to find the young Bul-
garians who had started the fight,
but rather arrested only the six
Ghanaians. Four of the six were
wounded in the fight, and they
were released by the police the
next day. At the request of the
Government of Ghana they were
immediately flown back to Accra.
The two who were not wounded,
however, were kept in jail for one
full month before their case came
before any kind of court for a
hearing. The only witnesses called
were Bulgarians, none of whom
had themselves been arrested.
One of the students, George An- -
mah, was sentenced to one year
in prison and the other, E. A. At--
tiga, to three years. As a result
of pressure from the Ghanaian
government they were released and
sent home, but the incident created
much concern among the African
students remaining in Bulgaria. We
continued to have some good
friends among the Bulgarian stu-
dents and people, but the Bulgar
ian government took no steps to
stamp out the hooliganism against
us, and this Jed us to conclude
that it was being supported from
"above."
(Continued next week)
WELL DONE, DEBATE TEAM,
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
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The Caedmon Record Series
DYLAN THOMAS A Child's Christmas in Wales
THOMAS MANN Reading His Own Works
OGDEN NASH Reads Ogden Nash
LOTTE LENYA Reading Kafka
T. S. ELIOT Reading Poems and Choruses
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PROMOTION PRIZE . . . Dr. Lowry presents Mrs. Barbara
Holden, Bookstore Manager, with a check for $25, the bi-
monthly promotional award of the Journal of the National
Association of College Stores. Mrs. Holden promoted sales
of "Our Amish Neighbors" written by Dr. William Schreiber
with an Amish autograph party at Homecoming.
Dr. Gore To Celebrate Bach's Birthday
Dr. Richard T. Gore will pre-
sent an organ recital devoted to
the compositions from the last few
Film To Portray
German General
The German film "Des Teufel's
General" (The Devil's General)
will be shown in Scott Auditorium
tomorrow at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
Based on Carl Zuckmayer's play
of the same title, it is the storv
of an ace pilot of the German Luft--
watte who hates the Nazi regime.
The conflict between Gorine and
Himmler for the control of the
Luftwaffe in 1941 as well as the
decadent society of Hitler's Berlin
with officers' rivalries and Gestapo
spying have brought the film inter
national acclaim.
Starring Curt Jurgens, who won
best actor award of the year, the
film is directed by Helmut Kaut-ne- r
and is presented with English
subtitles. Admission is 25 cents.
Mr. Wilde Receives Grant Renewal
Mr. Carroll 0. Wilde, instructor in mathematics who is
on leave completing work on his doctorate at the University
pf Illinois, has received a renewal of his Danforth Teacher
Grant for 1963-64- .
Mr. Wilde was one of 60 faculty
members from colleges and uni-versiti- es
across the country to re-
ceive an award. These awards are
a part of the Danforth Teacher
Study Grant program which was
established in 1954 to enable men
and women already serving as
Student Wka Really
v w w m w i
Book Store
home, make it official!
WOOSTER STATIONERY
years of Johann Sebastian Bach's
life this Wednesday at 4 p.m.
This is the second annual Bach
birthday program that Dr. Gore
has presented and it will mark,
within one day, the 278th birthday
of the famous composer.
Among the compositions that
Dr. Gore is playing for the first
time in Wooster are: the six- - part
Ricercar from "The Musical Of-
fering," a set of pieces using a
theme by Frederick the Great,
which is the outcome of Bach's
visit to the court of Potsdam in
1747, and the Canonic Variations
on "Vob Himmel hoch," which
Bach and his sons engraved in
1748.
The Fugue No. 15 from "The
Art of Fugue," which was incom-
plete at Bach's death in 1750, was
completed by the late Donald Fran-
cis Tovey, Professor of Music at
Edinburgh University.
full-tim- e faculty members to com- -
plete programs of graduate study.
ADD ONE
The Registrar's Office has
asked that Margaret Miller's
name be added to the list of
those who made the Dean's
List printed last week.
Miss Neilsen To Make Piano Debut
Miss Mary Ann Neilsen will present a piano recital fea-
turing works by Scarlatti, Mozart, Beethoven, Brahms and
Bartok, in the Chapel Sunday at 4 p.m.
This is the first Wooster recital for Miss Neilsen, who
came here this fall as instructor!
in piano and freshman theory.
The sonata by Scarlatti is a short
piece in D minor which moves
along in a leisurely manner. It is
sometimes referred to as the "Pas-
torale" sonata.
The Mozart rondo in A minor is
Going tlomofor Spring Vacation?
Let Us Help You with Your Reservations
TRAIN
SCA Conference
Begins Tomorrow
The ministry, the chaplaincy,
Christian education and missions
are the four topics for tomorrow's
Christian Vocations Conference
sponsored by the Student Christian
Association.
The program is:
9:30-10:0O-"T-
he Challenge";
Mr. Beverly Asbury, pastor of
Westminster Church, and Paul
Menzel.
10:00.10:3O-"T- he Ministry";
Rev. John Visser of Orrville.
10:30-1- 1 rOO-'- The Chanlain- -
cy"; Dr. James Norton of the Re
ligion Department.
ll:10-ll:4O-"Christi-
an Educa
tion"; Mr. George Crowell of the
Keligion Department.
11:40-12:1- 0 "Extension": Mr.
Leonard McCullouch of Cleveland.
12:10-- 1 :30-Lu- nch with sneak
ers in Upper Holden.
1:30-3:0- 0 Group Discussions:
Ministry Mr. Visser.
Chaplaincy Dr. Norton and
Mr. Asbury.
Christian E d u c a tion Mr.
Crowell, Dr. Harold Smith
of the Religion Dept., and
Mrs. Larry Woodruff.
Extension Mr. McCullouch,
Mr. Charles Pindar of Co-
lumbus and Miss Irene Tea-garde- n.
3 :00-- 4 :30 "Preparation for
Seminary"; Dr. J. Arthur Baird.
4:30-5:0- 0 Closing,
Mr. Asbury.
The conference will be held in
the Andrews Library lecture room.
All interested students are invited.
V-I-
-1 Exceeds Goal
A gift of $500 from Westmin-
ster Church has sent the Wooster-in-Indi- a
fund drive soaring over
its $1,500 goal.
Pledges and contributions now
total $1,655, including the West-
minster pledge, according to John
Lathrop, fund drive chairman.
The extra $155 will enable W-I- -I
to procure the Indian film "Ta-gare- "
to be showftMarch 23 and
to hold a Festival jDance in May.
The $1,500 will provide a full
year's support for Rich Barnett,
W--M representative, including
transportation. Barnett will be in
India by July 1 and will live as
a "frontier intern," according to
the Board of Ecumenical Missions.
W-I-- I plans to establish stronger
ties of communication between
Wooster and Ewing Christian Col-
lege next year with a pen-pa- l plan
and a public letter each month
from Barnett.
one of Mozart's most interesting
one-moveme- nt works for the key-
board. The sonata in A-fl- at Major,
Op. 110, by Beethoven, bridges the
gap between the classical Mozart
and the romantic Brahms who will
be presented by three intermezzi.
PLANE BUS
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
Wooster Auto Club
Phone 263-407- 0
Authorized College Travel Agents
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High school football coaches galore will flock to Wooster's well-draine- d
campus this weekend. Tht attraction is the 13th annual foot-ba- ll
clinic which figures to draw over 600 coaches to Severance Gym-
nasium for the day-lon- g session.
Four football coaches, a referee and a swimming coach will
address the throng; movies of Wooster and Princeton University foot-
ball highlights and the popular "All-America- ns in Action" show will
highlight the afternoon meeting. Visiting coaches Eastlake North
Loach Vic Mclntire, rnnceton University s Dick Lolman, Mai Mac-ke- y
of Freemont Ross, and Hub Etchison of Richmond, Ind., will
address the coaches. Unusual features of the program are referee
and Ohio Conference Commissioner A. N. Chick Smith and Dr.
James Counsilman, swimming coach at Indiana University.
Wooster coach Phil Shipe inaugurated the idea in 1950 during
his second year at Scot-lan- d. Attendance has grown from 40 Wooster
graduates to the clinic's present size. Sponsoring the convention is
the W Association.
Speaking of crowds, spectators enjoyed last Saturday's basket
ball brawl between the wrestlers and swimmers. Swimmers learned
the advantages or disadvantages of hometown referees and score
board operators. I hope the mermen were not discouraged and will
challenge the crapplers again next year. It would be nice if this con
test could be played at night as it would be a delight for a larger
audience to see the treat.
Out of the Ohio Conference Sports Publicists' meeting which I
attended this week comes the amusing story of Denison University's
adventures with the national anthem. Denison has an '03 alumnus
who has taken care of the loud-speak- er and associated duties for years.
NCAA ACTION
Wittenberg meets South Dakota State tonight in the finals
of the N.C.A.A. College Division (Small College) Tournament.
At the Denison-Ohi- o Wesleyan basketball game, the crowd was asked
to stand up, the lights dimmed, the scratchy record scratched and after
i r "" j c u. n.. r u a k:t siigiii pause, strains in vjuu oavc uic yucca puuicu iuiui. i vu
upset, the sports publicity director at Denison decided to take the re
sponsibility of playing the "Star Spangled Banner." He put the
needle on the record which was warped and the skipping national
anthem was finished in 45 seconds.
Basketball and tennis coach Al Van Wie has taken to the high
school tournament trail once again. Last week Van Wie was watching
Euclid and met a six-year-o- ld Euclid fan. Van Wie gave the ardent
basketball follower a Wooster T-sh- irt and this week Van Wie received
a letter of thanks not only from the boy, but from the father of the
lad. The father is a policeman for the Euclid police force and a good
contact for Speed-o- h now that the streets are clearing up again;
Visitor at Wooster last weekend was former Wooster wrestler
Ted Lansky who is now a junior at the University of Pennsylvania.
Lansky was the eastern U. S. YMCA 130-poun- d champion.
A notable decision of the Ohio Conference Athletic Directors
was to retain the round robin basketball schedule during the 196465
season. Earlier in the year, OC basketball coaches had voted against
the mandatory 14-ga- me schedule (each OC team plays every other)
and decided to keep the post-seaso- n tourney. Now the coaches will
have both. Also considered at the meeting was the application for
membership of Ashland, Ohio Northern and Findlay Colleges.
IRC, Student Senate Plan Program
For foreign Students In Local Area
"Conference on International
Understanding," is the theme that
headlines a convention which will
bring more than 150 foreign stu-
dents to Wooster on April 20.
Sponsored by the IRC and the
Student Senate, the foreign stu-
dents will come from Ohio col-
leges within an approximate 50
mile radius to discuss1 the role of
the American college and univer-
sity in international understand-
ing.
Three main areas will be cov-
ered: (1) the application of U.S.
training to the home front; (2)
the problems of communication be-
fore, during, and after the stay in
the U.S.; and (3) what image of
the U.S. is taken back.
The date is tentatively set for
April 20. The schedule for the
conference will include discussion
groups dealing with the three main
DICK MORRISON
CARDER SHOP
PUBLIC SQUARE
WOOSTER, OHIO
"We Solicit Your Patronage"
Phone AN 2-49- 74
problems, a gathering together of
students according to their nation-
alities, a panel discussion in the
evening followed by entertainment
and international dancing.
Sign-u- p sheets for the different
committees will be available in
the Student Senate office. The stu-
dent body will be contacted from
time to time concerning progress
and opportunities for
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
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Sphinx D-Dal- lers - Dovlers On Top
Sphinx and Imps have tied for
first with identical 6-- 1 records in
the WRA bowling league while
with only one week remaining in
intramural basketball competition,
Sphinx and Peanuts head the loop
with 40 records.
Linda Ronald of Sphinx cap-
tured high scoring honors in the
bowling league last week with a
131.
In basketball, Peanuts handed
Kez their first defeat 19-- 9, Sphinx
downed Imps 25-- 4 and Pyramids
shut-ou- t II L 21-0- .
Is the best time to start being businesslike
with your personal expenses open a low-co- st
checking account
u uss V
available In this area only at
WAYNE COUNTY NATIONAL DANK
Cleveland-Bea- ll Office Opposite Hospital
3
TRACK TAKES OVER Above, hurdlers. . . Buddy Harris, left,
and Art Herriott. Below, members of Scot 880-yar- d relay
team: top row, Gil Siepert, left, and Dan Martin; bottom row,'
Bob Allen, left, and John Konnert.
Kent State took two close games
from Muskingum and Wooster in
intercollegiate basketball action
last weekend. Tomorrow, the Woos-
ter lassies travel to Western Re-
serve for a return match with the
tt
llmmmh RunTo taisoii)
IFor Livingston Reloys
by Jim Poff
Scot trackmen will face rugged competition tomorrow
as they travel to Denison for the annual Livingston Relays.
Thirty -- seven schools are entered including all Ohio
Conference and Midwest Conference teams and several large
independent universities.
The Midwest Conference in-
cludes such powerhouses as Bowl-
ing Green and Western Michigan.
Cincinnati and Rochester are
among the big-nam- e inedepend-ents- .
Last week the Scots ventured to
Granville and earned a fourth
place tie with Ohio Wesleyan in
the Indoor Ohio Conference Re-
lays. Wooster accumulated I9y2
points. Mt. Union, showing good
overall balance, won the cham-
pionship and second place went to
Akron with third place captured
by Denison.
Leading the Scot thinclads was
senior Art Herriott who placed
third in both hurdle events and the
FLA fo)Jfl
broad jump. He also joined forces
with Joe DiCicco, Steve Goldsmith
and Gil Siepert to gain a fourth
place in the mile relay.
Three outstanding freshmen, Jim
Davis, Joe Zurcher and Buddy Har.
ris earned the rest of Wooster's
points. Davis, with a leap of 5' 10"
tied for fifth place in the high
jump.
Zurcher, heaving the shot 46'
10", recorded a third place in shot
put Harris garnered a fifth place
in the 55 yard high hurdles to
round out the Scot scoring.
Other Scot points were recorded
by the 880 yard relay team of Don
Martin, Bob Allen, John Konnert
and Gil Seipert.
(enarden Volleyball Begins
After Two Years Inactivity
by Roger Griffis
Section volleyball is back again
after a two-ye- ar lay-of- f.
A once-aroun- d round robin
schedule will be played, accord-
ing to Reggie Minton.
Tuesday night's action saw Sec-
ond Section pick up where it left
off two years ago by defeating
First Section two games to one.
Second has not lost a volleyball
game in four years.
Also looking strong is Third
Section as they decisively beat
Fourth in two games.
In other action Seventh topped
Eighth in two games and Sixth
edged Fifth in two out of three
games.
If interest is shown in the league
there is a good possibility that the
winning Kenarden League team
will meet the faculty volleyball
team in an all-colle- ge champion-
ship. Coming games:
Tuesday 2-- 3, 6-- 7 at 7:15; 4-- 5,
8-- 1 at 8:15.
Thursday, 1-- 3, 4--7 at 7:15; 2-- 5,
6-- 7 at 8:15.
ft
Freedlander's
Young Modern's Shop
Start Making Plans for Your Spring
Parties, Dances and Picnics Today!
Pick Your Date, Details Later
DECORATED CAKES COOKIES
SANDWICHES PUNCH
or
COMPLETE CATERING SERVICE
We Rent Dishes and Silver, Table and Chairs,
Table Cloths and Paper Service
DON'T FORGET THE PANCAKE SPECIAL
ALL YOU CAN EAT RCO V
ENDS MARCH 23
Nadolins Restaurant & Catering Sorvico
115-12- 5 South Walnut Street Phone 262-794- 6
PHONE 263-780- 1
f
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Editor Note: The following is
the third in a series by Wooster
Peace Corps Volunteers. John Bay-
er, a 1958 graduate, is teaching in
Somali.
I am teaching English in Soma-
lia in Dayaha Intermediate School.
Somalia is the country that forms
the Horn of Africa. Before it got
its independence in 1960 it was
divided into Italian Somaliland in
the South and British Somaliland
in the North. Italian Somaliland
was a UN mandate from 1950 to
1960, and before it was to get its
independence in 1960 the British
decided to federate the North with
the South in order to make it one
country and more economically
viable.
Somalia is probably one of the
poorest countries of Africa. Indus-
try and commerce are two import-
ant factors in making a country
self-sufficie-
nt and Somalia is years
behind in both. It has no real in-
dustry and only about 100 miles
of paved roads in the entire coun-
try making transportation a pri-
mary problem. However, the eco-
nomic future is not completely
black. Great Britian gives approxi-
mately $4 million in aid every
year and the United States has sup-
posedly given around $23 million
since independence, and Russia has
contributed $11 million. The Com-
mon Market has given money for
the construction of a large hos-
pital in Mogadiscio, the capital of
the country, but since its comple-
tion it has stood idle because there
are no doctors or nurses to staff it.
Educational Need
The government from the very
first has realized the need for
more and better education through
out the country, and one tangible
result of this is the presence of
41 Peace Corps teachers. Since
the majonty of parliament is rep
resented by the South, it is that
part of the country that has the
most and best of just about every
thing. What little agriculture there
is is done mainly between Somali's
two rivers near Mogadiscio. The
two main crops are bananas and
sugar cane. Due to the aridity of
the entire country the majority of
people outside of the river region
relv on herding sheep, goats and
camels, thus the reason why So-mal- is
are a nomadic people.
JifLjruii1
John Bayer
(in dark shirt)
Davaha is a boarding school
situated in the Northern region
about 350 miles from Hargeisa,
the largest town in the North. It
nestles in a halcyon little valley 15
miles from the nearest town. Be
cause of the remoteness it produces
some of the best students in the
Northern Region.
Education is not compulsory m
Somalia, except for Koranic
school, due to the lack of teachers,
buildings and school materials.
There are quite a few elementary
schools in the North, but there are
only 15 intermediate or junior
McLeod Abroad
Plans Take Off
With the help of Pan American
Airlines, McLeod Abroad is off
the ground.
Twenty-eigh- t traveling Woos-terian- s
will tour Europe via an
"international ticket," a round- -
trip arrangement from New York
to Rome that allows for nine weeks
of stODS in between.
Among the travelers will be
tour escorts Dr. and Mrs. John
Carruth.
A special feature is a visit to
Berlin, where Mr. William Irvin,
cultural attache to the U. S. em-
bassy, will arrange for the group
to be met.
BaffoiDes will plav as the group
leaves Idlewild International Air
port in New York.
WATCHES DIAMONDS JEWELRY
Repairing Engraving
245 E. Liberty St. Wooster, Ohio
Phone AN 2-67- 81
Wayne County Book & News
220 West Liberty Street
WOOSTER, OHIO
Phone 263-- 1 886
NEW YORK TIMES HEADQUARTERS
COLLIER BOOKS
SCHUMANN By Joan Chissell....... ....$1.50
DEBUSSY By Edward Lockspieser....... $1.50
RAVEL By Norman Demuth $1.50
CHOPIN By Arthur Hedley $1 .50
VAN GOGH By Peter Burra .... ...$ .95
TOSCANINI AND THE ART
OF CONDUCTING By Robert Marsh....$ 1.50
THE MEMOIRS OF JACQUES CASANOVA
By Leonard Louis Levinson $ .95
LATIN LITERATURE By J. W. Mackail $1.50
SARTRE LITERARY & PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAYS
Translated from the French
By Annette Michelson ...$ .95
LORD OF THE FLIES
By William Golding ..$1.25
WOOSTER'S MOST COMPLETE BOOK STORE
"The Treasure House of Books
high schools and just one second
ary or high school. There is also
one teachers training center. A
student who has an intermediate
school certificate is eligible to go
to the TTC for two years to be-
come a teacher. This is equivalent
to about a tenth grade education.
No Co-E- d Classes
Co-educati-
on is unknown in this
country except in the Koranic
schools, but the children there are
all pre-scho- ol age. Because of the
Moslem religion it will probably
be several years before co-educati- on
is introduced.
The courses that are taught in
the intermediate school are Arabic,
English, mathematics, including
algebra and some geometry, his
WOOSTER
THEATRE
Nominated
for Three
Academy Awards
BEST ACTRESS
Lee Remick
BEST ACTOR
Jack Lemmon
"DAYS OF
WINE AND ROSES"
BEST SONG
tory, geography, science, religion,
civics during the fourth and last
year, a limited amount of physical
education, and wood shop. Since
Somali is not a written language,
they are trying to make English the
educational language. Can you
imagine going to school and hav-
ing to learn everything in a third
language? In fact, in the South
Italian is their third language and
English their fourth. You really
have to give these kids credit.
Desire to Learn
Contrary to popular belief there
are many discipline problems.
Talking in the classroom and cheat-
ing are probably two of the big-
gest. As anywhere else much de-
pends on the teacher and how in
.
,
by
'-
teresting he makes his classes. On
the whole Somali students prob-
ably compare equally with Ameri-ca- n
students in intelligence, but
for their age they have a much
greater desire to learn. Part of this
is due to curiosity, but the greatest
part is due to a profound aware-
ness of the relationship between
good grades and their chances to
get good jobs later on.
The Somalis are a gay people
and fiercely proud of their hamitic
descent, and with their independ-
ence this pride increased. The fu-
ture is a shaky question mark, and
maybe the best answer to the ques-
tion of the country's survival as a
nation would be the Arabic saying
"Im sha allah" (if God says).
the FLOATERS
DUNDEE
(Shetland and Mohair)
from Scotland
HOUSE OF RHODES
105 W. Pine St.
Phone 263-278- 1
JUST A STEP OFF CAMPUS
SMARTEST NEWEST CASUAL CONCEPT. . . . . .
Amster Shoes
. . . the finest in CAMPUS fashions
THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: DON BOLGER
With Michigan Bell less than four years, Don Bolger (B.S.,
Industrial Management, 1959) is Accounting Manager in
the Saginaw Revenue Accounting Center, Saginaw, Michi-
gan. There he supervises four groups plus all the activities
of a Univac SS 80 Computer.
On one of Don's earlier supervisory assignments in the
Detroit Commercial Office, he developed a unique deposit
policy that was adopted by both his District and Division.
Accomplishments like this earned Don his latest promotion.
Don Bolger of the Michigan Bell Telephone Company
and other young men like him in Bell Telephone Companies
throughout the country help bring the finest communica-
tions service in the world to the homes and businesses of
a growing America.
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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